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Since its introduction in the context of curvature-driven interface motion [2], the level set method has been
one choice strategy for describing the time evolution of a domain.

Crucially, this paradigm hinges on a change of perspectives: a domain Ω ⊂ Rd is seen as the negative
subdomain of an auxiliary “level set” function φ : D → R, defined on a fixed computational domain D ⊂ Rd:

∀x ∈ D,

 φ(x) < 0 if x ∈ Ω,
φ(x) = 0 if x ∈ ∂Ω,
φ(x) > 0 otherwise.

The time evolution of a domain Ω(t) ⊂ D along a velocity field V (t, ) : D → Rd then translates in terms of
a partial differential equation for an associated level set function φ(t, ·) : D → R, which can be conveniently
solved on a fixed mesh of D [1, 3].

This mini-course is devoted to the recent applications of the level set method has found multiple applica-
tions in connection with mesh processing.

Figure 1. (Upper row) Construction of a computational mesh (on the right) from the datum
of a distance function (a few isosurfaces of which are represented on the left); (Lower row)
Evolution of the mesh of a domain through a shape and topology optimization process.
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In a first part, we shall present the basic ingredients of the level set method, and notably the mathematics
of implicitly-defined domains and surfaces, the numerical construction of level set functions as signed distance
functions, and the tracking of the motion of a domain in the framework of the level set method.

In a second time, we discuss several applications of this method which are more specifically connected
with meshing, in particular,

• The reconstruction of a valid computational mesh from an input messy, invalid surface triangulation;
• The tracking of the evolution of a mesh of a domain undergoing arbitrarily large motions, including

changes in its topology.
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